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1. Abstract 
 

Why do we do sport? Why do we consider what we eat? Why have our parents done doctor‟s checking 

for us when we were kids?  One answer is to keep our healthiness. Healthiness is a main key in my 

master degree project. In this project I have explored such daily life behaviors that influence on our 

physical healthiness. I have looked into the „health‟ as a main topic and „quality of life‟ as a sub-topic 

from three perspectives: medical science, life-style studies, and industrial design. I have collected 

information from specialists, designers, and target users by use of surveys and interviews besides of 

literature studies. I have applied the outcomes of the research in designing a lamp in order to adjust the 

sleeping and awakening time. The health-oriented function of the lamp is based on the colors of light 

which it provides. In Nordic country there is a special situation in terms of day-light. It is different in 

north and south parts. But in general in half of the year specifically in few month most of hours of 24 

hours are dark and it‟s opposite in another half of a year. This situation effects on a human-body 

biological clock and disturbs times of sleeping and awakening. To re-adjust right timing I have 

suggested using a lamp which provides a variation of lights from bluish cold to reddish warm. 

 

 

1.1.Key words 

 

Health, Quality of life, Sleep and awakening, Lighting design. 

 

 

1.2. Research questions 

 

1. Which behaviors do influence on a human health?  

2. How might industrial design promote healthier behaviors directly or/and indirectly? 
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2. Introduction 

 

Helping people to satisfy their needs and make them happy has been my dream of studying design and 

coming abroad to getting more updated knowledge. My bachelor project was about helping elderly to 

move independently and to do excretion more easily. Based on this thought, I started to investigate to 

find a new area of knowledge about healthier life and behaviors. Also, how I can use design as a tool to 

provide healthier way of living or even promote people to live healthier. This is the reason that my 

project has shaped and has named as 'promoting people to live healthier through design.‟ Nowadays, 

there is very useful information and advice about better quality of life, but whether people use them in 

reality or not has always been my curiosity. If we say to a person 'does this because it's better for your 

health', does he or she will say 'ok, I'll do it'? If yes, it's great. But what if the answer is 'no', how to 

make that person to do it. Is there any solution to convey the signal indirectly? Design a product which 

promotes the person to use it without knowing the health issue might be one solution. Imagine when 

your mother wants to make you drink a cup of milk and you don't like it. Maybe, the chocolate-milk 

would be a solution. This is the main principle that I will try to communicate through the product 

design. 
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3. Project overview 
 

I planned my project in three major parts which are 'background study, research, formgiving. First, I 

have started to get some insights of definition of health, quality of life, behavior design and I have 

named it 'background study'. Parallelly of the second-half of the first part, I have started to collaborate 

with related specialists to investigate their perspective of expressing the problem and solutions. I have 

tried to look into both old and modern approaches. A physician named Nazem Nahreini has been my 

collaborative person in the field of traditional Iranian medicine. Another person named Mona Mansouri. 

She is a pharmacist and a researcher in the field of complementary medicine. She also has an 

experience of doing a behaviors‟ and life-style‟s study. They have provided me a variety of approaches 

on the theme of the project. Almost, in the middle of my background study and doing tutoring with 

professors, I decided to limit the investigation and to specify the target. At that stage, I could almost 

know initial directions to focus more. Among a range of factors, I have chosen three of them to look 

more into which have been 'warmness, cooking, sleep and awakening'.
1

 I started to do more 

concentrated research and to find efficient and reliable information from partners. In a third case, I am 

introduced by my head professor to a lighting designer named Svante Pettersson at PHILIPS' lighting 

department. He provided me beneficial information on the subjects of lighting, equipment, light and 

body. Besides, I knew other person in school. He is a researcher in the field of lighting named Ulf 

Klaren. Because of strong collaborations and efficient information, I decided to use the third factor in 

the formgiving part and to hold other two in research phase. The third factor has been 'sleep and 

awakening balance' which is one of the most significant items for healthiness. At the formgiving part, I 

have considered the design's shape, sustainable material, emotional lighting, and simplicity in use to 

increase values of the product that will attract target audiences. 

 

 
 

 

4. Limitations 

 

My project has been a functional-oriented project which means it has been dependent on equipment to 

do a practical exploration. In one case, I got a chance to do an experiment in reality; however it has not 

been enough in terms of time and sessions. 

                                                 
1Sleep and awakening is a single factor according to the categorization of life-style factors. 
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5. Background study 

 

The aim of the background study has been 

investigation of 'health definition' from relative 

organizations, mainly WHO
2
 and specialist. Another 

aim has been the 'quality of life' definitions and its 

elements. I looked into the „health‟ and „quality of 

life‟ from medical science, life-style study and 

industrial design perspectives. The third topic that it 

has investigated is 'behavior design' and a variety of 

its methods those are using to direct or to change 

human behaviors, or to encourage good behaviors. 

Besides of my independent research, I have 

collaborated with two people. A physician named 

Nazem Nahreini. He is a specialist in the field of 

traditional Iranian medicine. Another person has 

been Mona Mansouri who is a pharmacist and a 

researcher in the field of complementary medicine. 

She also has an experience of doing behaviors‟ and 

life-style‟s study.  

                                                 
2
 World Health Organization 
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5.1. Health 
 

There are very different definitions for the topic of 'Health'. The one can cover most of them is the 

following sentence. 

“…. Health is physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or 

infirmity...”
3
 

 

I understood that the 'health' is not only about disease or disabilities. It has a wider meaning. It is about 

physical, mental, spiritual and social well-being. I might say that I am a healthy person, but I just feel 

headache every day in the morning, or I do not have enough energy to do my job during the day. I 

found this topic has a wider meaning that motivated me to investigate more and to find possibilities for 

my project. To make my project more productive, I discussed with my partners and I decided to focus 

on the physical aspect of the health topic. 

 

5.1.1. Health in industrial design 
 

I was informed that there is an institution named 'Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum, 

Smithsonian' which is located in the United Sates. It presents compelling perspectives on the impact of 

design on daily life through active educational and curatorial programming. In 2000, it has presented an 

exhibition called 'Why design now?' which has explored the work of designers addressing human and 

environmental problems across many fields of the design practice. What I have got by looking into it 

has been a thought of health issue that the institute has. Also, different classifications under the health 

title were interesting to know for me. The classification includes healthcare, artificial limbs, clean food 

and water, social well-being, kids care-taking, ergonomics, environment-friendly living, body 

protection, and providing health for poor people. 

 

 
 

Likewise, I have looked into most of leathers in the field of industrial design includes consultancy, 

firms, and studios, both in Sweden and other countries, to have a view of how they approach on the 

                                                 
3 World Health Organization, 1947 
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topic of 'health'. I have chosen following examples to explain what I have learned from this part of my 

study.   

 

ERGONOMIDESIGN - Ergonomidesign is the biggest and very successful design consultancy in 

Sweden located in Stockholm, and has a strong history of working in the field of industrial design. The 

heritage of the company is studies of human-factors called 'ergonomics' which is one core value of 

industrial design. Ergonomidesign has recently extended its reach by adding new services, by entering 

new market segments. 'Healthcare' is one the main topic that is worked on in the company. They have 

several beautiful works in the field, but to show their approaches, I have picked two examples. 

 

The first example is an 'elbow crutch' with an ergonomic 

hand grip. Main intention of the product is having 

comfortable hand grip during walking. It's so the product 

is designed for a kind of temporary or permanent 

disability which means it is to satisfy an expectation of 

the specific user group. 

 

The second example is named 'miniME'. MiniME is a 

personalized medical monitoring device which has an 

ability to connect to the networks to make the user aware 

of his or her physical health. It has designed for 2015 

and has an advance technology in its interactive software. 

The point which took my attention is designing a serious 

product with interactive software that allows a user to 

take care of him/her by enjoying of using the product. It provides functionality and emotionality 

aspects of design at the same time. 

 

 

PHILIPS - Another famous and pioneer company in the area of 

industrial design is PHILIPS located in Netherland, Eindhoven. 

The core statement of the company is 'sense and simplicity'. 

Since 2008, they have simplified the organizational structure by 

forming three sectors: Healthcare, Lighting and Consumer 

Lifestyle. With this set of businesses, Philips aims to build the 

leading brand in Health and Well-being. They see the topic of 

'health' almost differently. PHILIPS has started to work on the 

health issue not only under the healthcare topic, but also under 

the consumer products. This approach is a kind of new one from 

design perspective. But still a main focus on health is about healthcare, disease, hospital environment 

etc. And do not forget an earlier definition of health which was the wider view on the 'health', 

physically, psychologically, social-being. Back to Philips, they are focusing on user experience during 

the medication activities. One example of their work is creating an optimal environment for patient and 

staff during the medical works. This is what I have got interested in during my study of PHILIPS. 
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Under the sector of healthcare, they have developed other type of regular 

healthcare product for patients or normal elderly people as well. In this area 

they work on the 'Home healthcare' that provides users to have an 

independency to take care of themselves. Besides they have an easy access to 

the doctor and medical center by using the products and network systems. So 

remote patient management and personalized education for an individual is an 

aim of these projects. 

 

 

 

IDEO - IDEO is a pioneer global design firm originally located in the United States. It takes a human-

centered approach to helping organizations in the public and private sectors innovate and grow. They 

are working in various sectors of design-world. As all or at least most of the designers know, IDEO is a 

pioneer in 'design thinking' and 'human-centered design' methodology that which is articulated by Tim 

Brown, IDEO CEO. They are working in different fields by standing on this philosophy. I have chosen 

a project that caught my attention to discuss in my report. The 

project is under a category named 'consumer health' which I 

have only found in IDEO. The project is to design a 

framework for improved nutrition for the centers for disease 

control. The project is still going, so the final result will be 

available in the future. But the point is their understanding of 

the „health‟ issue and makes it wider than medical products. 

They have brought the issue to the mass social life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1.2. My approach – Health in consumer 

products 

 

By investigating in 'how the health is approached 

in industrial design‟, I realized among different 

sectors, there is a good opportunity to develop 

daily-use products which are focused on health as 

a main theme. I made this categorization by 

adding what has done in „why design now?‟ and 

areas which design studios are working on. 

I categorized the topic in six sectors. Five sectors 

those are currently working on the area of health, 

and the sixth one is the one that I newly added.  
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5.2. Quality of life 
 

As the same as health, there is no clear definition because of many possible definitions, multi-

dimensionally, subjective, related to society, researchers are free to choose. We can study and compare 

the quality of life from different perspective in various parts of the world by analyzing both statistical 

and descriptive information. Information could be categorized in these sections: economic, health, 

population, communication, education, and human rights. 

I have chosen two of the definition which has been more related to health issue and my project
4
: 

 Health related quality of life is the subjective experiences or preferences expressed by an 

individual, or members of a particular group of persons, in relation to specified aspects of health 

status that are meaningful, in definable ways, for that individual or group.
5
 

 

 Quality of life is a state of well-being which is a composite of two components: 

1. The ability to perform everyday activities which reflects physical, psychological and social 

well-being. 

2. Patient satisfaction with levels of functioning and the control of disease and/or treatment 

related symptoms.
6
 

 

Since I have focused on a person who does not have a special disability or a disease, the second 

component of the second definition is not related to my study. However, the first component is nearly 

my aim for non-disable or non-sick person. 

 

5.2.1. Quality of life elements – My categorization 
 

As I already mentioned, I have tried to look into the health topic from different perspectives. To make 

an understandable platform for myself in the project that can guide me to find my direction for next 

stage, I have categorized what I have gotten from my studies. This categorization is named 'quality of 

life elements'
7
 or 'life-style factors'

8
 that sorts important aspects of our daily life. I have used existing 

categorizations from a perspective of traditional and contemporary studies, and have sorted them in a 

simpler format that I think is practical to apply in a design process. I found it useful to steer my 

direction in the project. This categorization includes three major titles that are 'physical states', 

'psychological states' and 'social states'. Each of them has concentrated subtitles. I only make detailed 

subtitles for the first title because of my project concern.
9
 Under the first title, physical states, there are 

three subtitles which are 'air and weather', 'food and drink', 'move and rest'. Again, under each of them, 

there are more concentrated items. 

 
                                                 
4To read more definitions, see appendix 1. 
5  Till, 1992 
6
  Gotay et al., 1992 

7  See appendix 3. 
8  See appendix 4. 
9
 As I have conveyed in my project overview, I focused on the physical aspects of the health topic. 
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5.2.2. Conclusion - Initial directions 

 

Among a range of factors, I have chosen one subtitle from each title to look more into. Three items 

have been 'warmness from air and whether category, cooking from food and drink category, sleep and 

awakening from move and rest category'. I have picked some of those items which are more useful for 

the conditions of the Nordic countries. In Nordic country, there is an especial condition in terms of light 

and coldness during almost half of the year. Darkness in a most of a day is a unique situation that 

causes lots of attention from researches point of view in this area. Long winter and the coldness is 

another especial condition -not as much as darkness- in this area. Feeling of the coldness is different in 

different parts and it is mainly because of the humidity and wind. Both darkness and coldness have an 

influence of health of the human body strongly. Need of proper food, controlling interior lightness to 

get a good sleep, and also exterior lighting to stay fresh during a day. Likewise, doing a proper isolation 

against coldness and providing enough heat for the body in interior spaces has considered very 

carefully. So my three years‟ experience of living in Sweden led me to look into those items which are 

more suitable in these countries and are related to darkness, coldness and food. 
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5.3. Behavior design 
 

My intention of studying 'behavior design' has been mainly to explore how a product or a service could 

influence user behavior. I have looked into projects with different perspectives such as 'the fun theory' 

which is about making a playful activity for people to change their behavior. The solution cannot be 

applied in a project like mine because of its short-term attraction. I also have looked into several 

projects that some of them are produced and are already in the market, and some other are concepts. 

One example is a project named 'Impact‟
10

. „Impact‟ is a suit of four concepts designed to motivate 

energy-efficient behavior in the home. This project is a result of the collaboration between a full-

service product development consultancy named Carbon and a design consultancy named Artefact. 

What I have got interested in the project is the holistic view of home appliances and the service which 

informs a user to understand products usage of the power. All products work together to lead the user 

behavior to the better. The team has defined for fundamental concepts: Awareness, Information and 

feedback, Motivation, No additional user effort. 

 

During my investigation, I found a PhD project
11

 about the same subject, but the different theme. A 

theme of the project has been 'sustainability'. I have got these methods which have been introduced in 

the project's result useful for mine, so I have decided to briefly mention them in my report. Methods are 

sorted in six categories. Two objectives that caught my attention to the outcome of this research are 

listed below: 

 

 An overview of potential approaches for 'designing for behavioral change'. 

 Some potential attributes which may increase the effectiveness of the design. 

 

 

Information- Make information 

visible, understandable and 

accessible to inspire consumers to 

reflect upon their use of product. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choice- Encourages consumers to think about their behavior and 

take responsibility for their actions by providing consumers with 

options. Users have a choice and the product enables sustainable 

use to take place. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
10  http://www.artefactgroup.com/#/content/impact-efficiency-for-the-smart-grid 
11 Bhamra T A, Lilley D and Tang T (2008) 'Sustainable Use: Changing consumer behaviour through product design', 

Changing the Change, July 2008, Turin, Italy. 
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Feedback- Informs users of the environmental or social impacts of their actions 

in real-time to raise awareness and encourage behavior change. Provides tangible 

aural, visual, or tactile signs as reminders to inform the situation. The following 

example provides users to know how much power their products use in standby 

mode. 

 

 

 

 

 

Spur- Inspires users to explore more sustainable usage through 

providing “prompts” for good behavior or penalties to “punish” 

unsustainable use. Shows the consequences of consumers actions 

through “rewarding incentives” and “penalties”. This lamp, as an 

example for the case, provide more light if user consumes less by 

opening like a flower and opposite if user consume more than the 

limitation. 

 

Steer- Facilitates adoption of more desirable use habits through 

prescriptions and/or constraints embedded in the product design. 

 

 

 

 

 

Technical intervention- Restrains use habits, persuades or 

controls user behavior automatically through design combined 

with advanced technology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clever design- Enables consumers to automatically act environmentally or 

socially without raising awareness or changing user behavior purely through 

innovative product design. Results in more sustainable consumption without 

needing a conscious change in consumer behavior. 
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5.3.1. My approach – Clever design 

 

Clever design is an approach that I have tried to use in the formgiving part of my project because of my 

aim to encourage audiences which are not aware of the health issue. They buy a product and after a 

while they feel healthier. So if I want to convert a „clever design‟ focusing on my project, I would say: 

Enable consumers to use a product to satisfy a usual daily need without directly raising awareness of 

the healthier behavior. 
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6. Research 
 

I have divided the project research into two phases. The first phase is theoretical and it is based on what 

I have got from partners, besides of my own desktop and library research. My expectation of the first 

phase has been finding a direction that can be applied in formgiving part. The second one is practical 

and experimental. In this phase, I have focused on a design-oriented direction which has been outcome 

of the first phase. I have talked to specialists in the field of 'medical science', 'behaviors and lifestyle 

study', and 'Lighting design' as well as attending to some written resources on a subject of 'Human 

biology'. 

 

6.1. Research – phase 1 

 

Research methods of this phase have been desktop research, library research, surveys and interviews. 

In desktop research I have looked into existing products or concepts which are related to elements that I 

have chosen. I also have investigated in the areas of materials which are using in mass production. In 

library research I have done literature studies to deeply realize the problem and to possibly find 

solutions. So I focused in two areas: Medical science and behavioral studies with supervision of my 

partners. After getting information and doing discussions, I backed to the design field and started to 

think of possibility of implementation of principles and foundations in a product. I have not done my 

research in a linear manner, but to make it easy to explain and understand I will convey each of three 

items in a separated section.  
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6.1.1. Factor 1 – Warmness 

 

One of the main necessities of life is air, whose quality depends on seasons, geography, and dwelling 

location. Temperature changes during the day and different seasons and also air pollution can affect 

internal balance of body. Therefore, proper air conditioning, temperature setting, and providing enough 

dampness are essential to primary body functions. People who are more affected by cold weather and 

the level of their body moisture is high are more allergic to articular, digestion, and parasitic diseases, 

as well as coprostasis, saliva increase, appetite increase and flatulency, and thirst decrease. These 

people have soft skin and more deal with weakness, languor, somnolence and retardation. One possible 

solution is to provide proper heat in cold and damp climates can prevent such problems in these people 

and preserve their internal body balance. Concerning the fact that when the body is cold, blood 

circulation is disturbed, when the heat is transferred through feet, veins are widened and blood 

circulation is increased and therefore sediments that blocked fine blood circulation are excreted through 

organs like kidneys which eliminate rheumatic pains. 

 Heat is conveyed through feet to whole body. 

 Concentration of the dry heat provides proper thermal balance. 

 Keeping the bottom half of the body warm while the head and torso remain cool provides 

mental clarity, which is good for working, as opposed to the tendency to doze that can come 

with full-body heat. 

 

Heat transfer 
 

After a tutoring session, I realized that I need to study different ways of transferring the energy in 

general and the heat specifically. The fundamental modes of heat transfer are
12

: 

 

1. Conduction or diffusion- The transfer of energy between objects that are in physical contact. 

2. Convection- The transfer of energy between an object and its environment, due to fluid motion. 

3. Radiation- The transfer of energy to or from a body by means of the emission or absorption of 

electromagnetic radiation. 

4. Mass transfer- The transfer of energy from one location to another as a side effect of physically 

moving an object containing that energy. 

 

Products 

 

Whether this principle is in the market was my curiosity. Therefore, I studied the market research to 

find the answer. 'Electric mattress pad and blanket' is what I have found that can be used. 

This product is a therapeutic electric mattress pad which has made 

100% of cotton. It has both health benefits and safety concern. A 

quarter of people purchasing electric blankets and heated mattress 

pads do so for health benefits beyond general comfort. Direct heat 

therapy is one of the main reasons for using an electric blanket. 

Heat provided by electric blankets and mattress pads relieves 

muscle pain. Persons may use heated bedding to avoid damage 

and relieve discomfort caused by poor circulation or cold 

intolerance. As a result of the combination of heat, electricity, the 

                                                 
12http://www.hrs-heatexchangers.com/en/resources/heat-transfer-fundamentals-01-05.aspx 
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abundance of flammable bedding material, and a sleeping occupant, the use of electric blankets is of 

concern to fire safety officials internationally. In the UK, it is estimated that 5,000 fires per year are 

caused by faulty electric blankets, of which 99% are believed to have been caused by blankets 10 years 

or older. 

 

Feet heater is another range of product in the market which has a similarity to the principle in a way. 

But the big difference is that in this solution the heat should convey through the lower-part of the body 

not only the feet. So I have not put it in my consideration. 

 

The old and traditional approach to use the principle is an 

artifact which was used in different countries. This artifact is 

equipment that is made of a table under which there is a 

heating source, usually coal, a wooden lid to keep the warmth 

while not getting hot, and a blanket that is made of 

compressed cotton to avoid heat loss spread out on the table. 

There are also some disadvantages with the use of this 

equipment that have to be considered. The most important 

danger of it is suffocation because of monoxide gas produced 

from half burnt coal. Another danger is foot burnt. 

 

Material - Ceramic 

 

Since both approaches have a concern of fire accident, I direct my researches to find a safer way of 

providing heat. Due to find the solution, I have looked into different materials those could be applied. I 

realized that there is a type of 'ceramic' which is rarely using in industrial heaters. This type of ceramic 

is not only easy to heat up, but also pose less of a burn and fire risk than other heating elements such as 

the ones used in coil heaters. Other advantages of ceramic heaters are that they do not get as hot as the 

coil heater, the heat generated is released more quickly, and once the heater has been turned off after 

operation, they cool down much faster than the coil heater elements.
13

 

 

Experience of getting the heat 
 

In order to understand different experiences of getting the heat, I looked at a range of heaters that are 

used in an interior environment. As a result I realized different experiences and gestures that a person 

would like to have while relaxing a body and different objects that people would use to warm their 

body up, especially feet. Some of them are funny, but it works, such as using computers fan, adapters, 

or lamps to get the heat from. Some people use double socks or regular feet heater. Some other simply 

put something under their feet to support those touching a heater or a radiator. I also have realized that 

the softness of a material is very important in terms of a tactile experience of getting the heat. 

 

I tried to find a condition of doing an experimental exploration on this case but unfortunately I couldn‟t 

get success. That's why I decided to hold this factor in this stage and to not put outcomes of my 

researches of this factor into a formgiving part. 

                                                 
13http://ceramicheaters.org/ 
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6.1.2. Factor 2 – Cooking 
One of the most important matters in human life is how they feed themselves. Therefore, paying 

attention to proper food choice, food containers, and cooking methods will result in keeping nutritious 

properties of food and, as a result, more health. One item that is related to the food category is how to 

cook the food. During cooking food, due to the closed space, return of impurities to the cooking food 

produces waste and toxic substances in body which because of remaining in body and not being 

excreted and being absorbed again disturb normal body functions and, in time, cause different diseases. 

There are different solutions for this problem. One solution could be a lid which has made out of a 

material that have absorbent feature in its structure. 

 

Material 
 

I started to do a material research. I got help from my partners and professors to know where to start. 

They directed me to investigate in woods, clays, and spongy fabrics. During an investigation I found 

that wood and ceramic have better features in terms of the purpose that I were looking for. In addition, 

fabric quickly takes dirt and it is not as easy as wood and ceramic, specially ceramic, to clean it. I 

continued exploring information in material library and I found a family of books which has introduced 

several materials to inspire designers. The book family includes woods, glass, ceramics, plastics, and 

metals. I looked into wood and ceramics and I found types of woods and non-glazed ceramics which 

can be applied for the purpose that I was looking for. 

 

Wood 
 

Item Key features 

Coconut's fibers 

 

Excellent durability 

Rot-resistant 

Good thermal and acoustic insulation 

Environment-friendly 

Almost odorless 

 

Ceramic 
 

Item Key features 

Raw clay (unglazed) 

 

Easy to works 

Stable in firing 

Humidity absorbent 

Wedgwood ceramic 

 

 

Production method 

Strata-casting 

Not to easy to works as a clay but more stable in the firing 

Vitrified 

Hard 

Opaque 

Stone-like quality 

 

The result could not meet my expectations, so I decided to stop my exploration on this case at the 

moment and spend my time in working on two others. 
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6.1.3. Factor 3 – Sleep and Awakening 
 

Sleep and awakening balance is also significant in healthiness and curing diseases. Sleep causes 

regulation of natural functions in the body, like digestion, metabolism, and excretion of toxic 

substances. Also, it causes revitalization of energy of the brain and other organs and reconstruction of 

damaged tissues. For having better sleep, various factors should be considered. Some of them are time 

of sleep, environmental conditions, and sleeping style should be considered. According to human 

chrono-biology science, the best time of sleep is during darkness of night. During a few hours to 

midnight, cortisol is decreased in blood and in case we sleep during this time, we will wake up more 

easily and alertly. The place we sleep in is better to be quiet and dark, or at least almost dark. Use of 

mixture of white and yellow lights and warm color lights can adjust sleep and awakening hours, 

especially in places with long night times. One of the best state for sleeping is to sleep on right side and 

after a while on left side. This helps digestion, because by sleeping so, food first enters the spacious 

part of the stomach and then by turning left, liver‟s warmth helps the food to be digested better. 

Since I have put this factor into the formgiving part, I had done concentrated researches, theoretical and 

experimental. I will explain them in the next chapter. 
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6.1.4. Conclusion - Final direction 
 

During my investigation on three items that I have mentioned as initial directions, I realized that 

providing a proper light has been a concern in lots of before and ongoing projects in different ways. 

One aspect of the lightness is about its effect on activity and freshness of the body. It led me to focus on 

the sleep and awakening item and see how light influence on this attribute.  I have got a strong 

collaborations and efficient information which I found applicable in designing a product.  Thus, I 

decided to apply the third factor in the formgiving part and to hold other two in research phase. 

The third factor is 'sleep and awakening balance' which is one of the most significant items for 

healthiness. In order to have a better sleep, time of sleep, environmental conditions and sleeping style 

are important. According to human biology science, use of mixture of cold and warm lights can adjust 

sleep and awakening hours. I have applied this scientific fact to design a lighting product in order to 

direct a user to get better sleep in a right time and to wake up in a better mood. This is the underlying 

theme in this part of my project. 
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6.2. Research – phase 2 
 

I was curious to explore and see practical approaches which use the scientific foundation in a kind of 

product or something else but in reality. PHILIPS lighting department has been a solution for me to get 

into this field. They are currently using mood light for an office environment. The lighting system 

provides an activating feeling when the natural light is not enough and an employee needs to be fresher 

to work. So At this phase, I have continued my researches on mood lighting, lighting equipment, 

Human biology and lighting. 

Besides, I realized that I need to know what elements attract people in buying a lighting product, 

specifically a lamp. Also I need to understand the market overview of this range of products and find a 

stand-out way to get my audiences‟ attention. Those two needs led me to do insight‟s researches in 

terms of customer tastes and also the market. I have used an online survey and list of questions to get 

efficient information which I will explain it in the „customer and market insight‟.  
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6.2.1. PHILIPS, lighting department 
 

As I mentioned, one reason that I have decided to do the formgiving process on the third case has been 

efficient information and strong partners. I have interviewed with a lighting designer in the department 

of lighting under the PHILIPS corporation names Svante Pettersson. He provided me information on a 

topic of „relation of light and human mood‟. During our discussions he explained and showed me how 

our body can be affected by different variation of light in terms of its temperature of color and level. 

Also, he showed me different types of lighting systems, equipment, and light sources to create a mood 

light. During our meeting, we looked into different types of lighting methods and their specifications. I 

also understood how colors and lights interact with each other. In general, lighting is divided to two 

major sections, indoor lighting and outdoor lighting. In a section of indoor lighting there are different 

lighting methods such as 'ambient lighting', 'spot lighting', 'mood lighting and etc. There is no clear 

border between these categories. On the other hand, there is other categorization under indoor lighting 

includes 'home lighting', 'office lighting', 'public spaces lighting' and etc. In each category a group of 

lighting features should be considered. Some of the most important ones are listed below: 

 

• Temperature of lights (Kelvin) 

• Color of light 

• Level of light (Lux) 

• Direction of light 

• Light source 
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6.2.2. Biological effect of light 
 

Besides of information that I have got from Svante, I have provided an article from a person named Ulf 

Klaren who is a researcher in the field of 'lighting science'. He has done lots of research in this field and 

currently he is one person in a group of Swedish researchers who works in this area. By doing this 

interview, I have improved my understanding that 'how a human body rhythms affect by light in terms 

of its temperature of colors, direction, and level'. Likewise, I have realized more about effects of 

different kinds of light sources on the human body. 

 

Biological clock 

 

What our eye see visually in compare of the effect 

that we get from lights are different. It is because of 

different photoreceptor that are located in the retina 

of the eye and the nerves that act separately to 

transfer the visual and the biological signals. The 

photoreceptor cells in the retina of the eye, the cones 

and rods, regulate the visual effects.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is another photoreceptor cell type in the retina 

of the eye that is detected by David Berson et al. in 

2002 which regulates many biological effects. These 

cells have their “own” nerve connections to, amongst 

others, locations in the brain called the 

suprachiasmatic nucleus (SNC), which is the 

biological clock of the brain, and the pineal gland.
14

 

Where the maximum visual sensitivity lies in the 

yellow-green wavelength region, the maximum 

biological sensitivity lies in the blue region of the 

spectrum. That means the bluish light has biologically 

a larger activating effect than does reddish light. The light direction is also important in terms of its 

biological effects on the body. The light comes from above the line of view has a far more important 

'biological” meaning than light from below the line of view. This suggests that also the spatial 

distribution of light is important from a 'health-related' aspect of lighting. 

 

  

                                                 
14 Wout van Bommel. The third photoreceptor in the human eye and its meaning for lighting. Philips Lighting, Eindhoven, 

The Netherlands, 2003-2007. 
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Light and body rhythms 
 

The hormones cortisol (stress hormone) and melatonin (sleep hormone) play an important role in 

controlling awakening and sleep. Cortisol levels increase in the morning and prepare the body for the 

day‟s activity. They remain at a sufficiently high level over the course of the bright day, falling finally 

to a minimum at midnight. The level of the sleep hormone melatonin drops in the morning, reducing 

sleepiness. It normally rises again when it becomes dark, permitting healthy sleep, also because cortisol 

is then at its minimum level. 

 
 

Health-related quality aspects of lighting 
 

Daylight by its nature is dynamic in its intensity. Where the benefits of the dynamics of daylight 

intensity are not sufficiently available, dynamic artificial light can be advantageous. As I mentioned 

before, the bluish morning light has biologically an activating effect, while the red sky in the early 

evening has a relaxing effect. Two other aspects are timing and duration of the lighting. Visually, of 

course, light is only needed when and for as long as a person views. Biologically, the time when the 

light or darkness is received and its duration plays an essential role. So to use the right effect of each 

light-colors timing and duration of the light is another aspect to put into consideration. Below table is to 

summarize the vision and health-related lighting quality aspects that together determine “good and 

healthy” lighting: 
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6.2.3. Conclusion – Next step 
 

At the end of researches in the area of lighting design and biological effects of lights, I have summed 

up outcomes at below:  

 

 The best choice of lighting system that I will apply in my project is using ambient and indirect 

light. Color of light is a variation between bluish and reddish light. So I knew that I need to use 

a mixture of bluish and reddish light, specifically a kind of blue and orange that simulate sun-

light during the morning and evening time.  

 The direction of the light is better to be upper than eye-level to have more effects.  

 In terms of light source, among of different current technologies, the best choice seems to be a 

RGB-LED that can provide a variation of colors easily and cost-efficiently. Besides, it can 

provide a feature of sleep and awakening modes practically. In terms of environment-friendly, 

among of existing light-sources, the best choice is again LEDs. 

 

At this stage I clearly knew the principle which should be applied in design-work and also the technical 

aspect of the project. But I still needed to look at my target audiences and the market‟s situation closer. 

On the one hand, I needed to understand customer‟s tastes in buying a home lamp. On the other hand, I 

needed to know how the market and products fulfill their tastes. This is a reason which I have explored 

customer‟s and market‟s insights at the next step. 
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7. Insights 

 

Before starting an insights‟ research I clarified my target audiences in this project. I categorized 

potential users into four segments. The key concept of the sortation is the levels of awareness from a 

customer point of view. 

 

1. Who just use the product and do not care about the principle behind it. 

2. Who use and would like to be aware of the principle behind the product. 

3. Who use and would like to be aware of the product intelligence and share the experience. 

4. Who use and would like to be aware of the product intelligence and share that and create the 

same product or with the same principles. 

 

 

Since I have chosen the first group as a target audiences, my 

intention has been attract people to use my design not because of 

the 'health principle', but because of other attractive aspects of the 

design, I have done customer insights research to understand their 

expectation and intentions. For this purpose, I firstly decided to do 

interviews with retailers and after that I made a survey to 

investigate about customers' favorite lamps and lighting products 

in terms of their shape, light, material, price, type
15

, style, and 

environment-friendliness. 

 

  

                                                 
15Floor stand, wall-mounted, table top, ceiling. 
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7.1. Costumer 
 

I have done my interviews in two major shops which are selling lamps and lighting equipment named 

'Ljushuset' and 'Werdenhoffr'. I articulated below questions around the topic besides of free talk that I 

have had with an interviewed person: 

 

 What type of lamp is the most favorite for your customer among table-top, ceiling, wall-

mounted, floor-stand? 

 What kind of shape (round, rectangle, not geometrical, etc.) is your customer‟s taste? 

 Which style (modern, contemporary, mixed) is your customer‟s favorite? 

 What type of materials (fabric, wood, metal, glass, paper, plastic, mixed) is your customer‟s 

choice? 

 Do your customers put environmental-friendly into their consideration? 

 

I realized that most of the customers do not care very much 

about the material. The trend is fabric. Their main interests 

in buying a lamp or a lighting product are its shape and 

light. The favorite shape is a round shape. They prefer to 

buy a simple-designed lamp. The majority of them like to 

buy a contemporary lamp as a style not a classic. They do 

not have a clue about the sustainability and environment-

friendliness to put it into consideration. 

 

I also have used an online survey
16

 to explore customers' 

taste with almost the same questions of interviews. I found 

it beneficial and fast to collect information from people 

with different opinions. Outcomes say most of the persons 

-who answered the survey- would like to have a lamp 

which provides indirect and decorative light. Round and 

Spherical shape has been the most favorite one. In terms of 

material they have voted for wood, fabric and paper, but 

there are no significant differences among these three options. Finally in terms of a type of the lamp 

there were no significant differences among choices. 

 

  

                                                 
16

 See appendix 5 
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7.2. Market 
 

In the market insight's exploration, I have divided my research into two parts. The first part has been to 

explore the lamp and lighting product market. So I asked people to know most popular places to buy a 

home lamp. I looked into shops such as Åhlens, IKEA, besides of Ljushuset and Werdenhoffr, also 

small shops at the city central where they have more unique artifacts. I also looked into those shops 

where they have more technical lamp like Jula. 

 

 
 

In my investigation, I have put market-oriented questions besides of customer-oriented questions in my 

interviews with retailers. I have asked about „the current trend‟ to have an overall view of the market of 

lamp and lighting. I realized that the current trend in the market is a round and a spherical shape. In 

terms of material, wood and fabric is the ongoing trend. In terms of the type of the lighting product, it 

depends on a place and a purpose of use, but most of producers supply a ceiling lamp. 

 

The second part in the market research has been a realizing whether there is a similar product in the 

market or not. I mainly have looked into the daily-use products. I could not find any product such mine 

in the market which was not a big surprise, because the foundation of a light influence on body rhythms 

is something that is discovered newly. An only item that I can mention which has similarity with my 

project is an alarm clock designed and produced by PHILIPS. This product is named 'wake-up light' 

and it is an alarm clock that uses light increase besides of sound to wake its owner up. This product 

provides people to wake up in a better mood and in result they feel healthier. This part has similarity to 

my project. 
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7.3. Conclusion – My choices 
 

Gestalt 

Round shape is the most favorite of customers. Also, in the market, most of lamps are designed in a 

kind of round and spherical shape. I decided to keep this natural feeling that people like a round lamps 

as a gestalt. But in my design phase, I will try different possibilities in a round shape. 

 
Material 

The outcomes show wood, paper and fabric are the most favorite materials from customer point of view. 

Fabric and paper has almost the same vote, but the fabric is more in the market. That‟s why I haved 

picked paper to explore and create my concept out of that. 

 
Type 

Ceiling and wall-mounted lamps are the most favorite one from customer‟s point of view. The most 

lamps in the market are ceiling lamps. So I have decided to pick wall-mounted as a lamp‟s type. One 

point that I found in my market research mainly by talking to retailers is that the reason that people do 

not buy wall-mounted lamps as much as ceiling lamp. The reason is people do not like to make hole in 

walls! It‟s not a big issue in designing a lamp to provide two options for attachment. So I decided to try 

that.
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8. Formgiving 

 

8.1. Platform 

Before starting a formgiving part of my project I created a 

design platform around my main target which is a kind of 

summery from all what I have done in background studies, 

researches, and insights. It is a guideline to direct me in a 

design phase. 

 

Main target 

 

My main target is to design a lamp which should provide a 

transition of bluish and reddish light to adjust a sleeping and 

awakening time for its owner. 

 

Key words 
 

Simple – I have used Nordic countries as a model for understanding the market. Clean and simple 

design is an existing approach in Nordic design. Besides of that, I personally am interested in 

expressing my idea in as the simplest way as possible. So I have considered simple and clean in choice 

of a shape, a mechanism, and an interaction. 

 

Decorative – I have design this lamp to be fitted in a home environment specifically a bedroom. So it 

should be a piece which is a part of other stuff. That‟s why I have tried to avoid electronic-look in 

designing my product. It should go in the room and make a relationship with other objects. So I have 

considered a decorative element in choice of a shape, a mood of light, and materials. 

 

Contemporary – This style is a common trend in almost all around a world as well as Nordic countries. 

I have got that people mostly are interested to buy this kind of lamp and I have felt more comfortable 

and confident to design a contemporary lamp rather than a classic one. Contemporary design has a 

same character with a simple and clean design as well. To me contemporary simple, clean and offers an 

uncluttered look. 

 

Environment-friendly – This is one of main concern in all parts of the project which also is a common 

and important topic in different majors. I have applied it in choice of functional components and 

materials. 

 

  

main 
target 

Key 
words 

Mood of 
the light 

Gestalt 

Lamp 
type 

Function 

Materials 
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Mood of the light 
 

I have got inspiration from nature to communicate a fresh and healthily mood in my design. To nature 

is the best thing for getting inspiration. Nature is something that provides everything without fault. So it 

always is my dream to get closer to the nature in terms of its feeling, appearance, philosophy, 

mechanism, etc. I have gotten my inspiration from natural mood lights, and visual and tactile textures 

of plants. 

 

 
 

 

Light 
 

In terms of technical aspects of the light, I have considered 'temperature of the color', direction, and 

level. The light should provide a mixture of bluish and reddish color. It also should provide an indirect 

and ambient light in the bedroom from above of the line of view. The mood of light should have a kind 

of decorative characters in itself. 

 

Shape 
 

I have chosen a natural round form as a gestalt of my product. The shape should express aspects of 

simplicity, contemporary style, and decorative character. The round shape has a smooth and soft 

personality in itself which I found relative to the mood of the light and also the fresh and nice mood of 

its owner. To find a shape of my product, I have explored by using simple sketches, sketch modeling, 

putting light on different materials and seeing the expression. 

 

Type 
 

I have chosen a type of wall-mounted lighting product for my design, because it has more chance to 

stands out in the market in terms of its appearance. But base on what I have got from insights‟ 

researches, I have decided to provide two options in my design for the attachment of the product to the 

wall and ceiling. 
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Function 
 

I have chosen an electronic structure for the product because of its 'simplicity in use', 'ease to 

maintenance', and 'cost-efficiency'. I have picked RGB-LED as a light source, because of its aspects of 

feasibility, environment-friendly, and being new at the market. 

 

Material 
 

Since the most important part of my project is a health issue and it‟s relies on the color of light, I need 

to keep the lamp's color as a natural white. I have decided to choose wood for the structure of the 

product mainly because of its aspects of environment-friendly and it also is a local material in Nordic 

countries. 

To choice of a material for touchable and visible part of the product, between a fabric and a paper, I 

have selected a paper. Paper has a soft personality in itself which has a connection to the softness of the 

light. The texture of the paper visually is what can meet the emotion that I would like to communicate. 

The emotion that I have got from my mood images which show the personality of light in nature. So I 

looked into different paper to find a proper one for my purpose. I found rice paper and silk paper which 

are common in lamp design as well. They also provide a nice tactile feeling which is another advantage 

of the material. From marketing point of view I found paperless in the market and the customer insights‟ 

research showed me that customers like both almost at the same level.  
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8.2. Formgiving process 

 

8.2.1. Ideation 

 

I started by doing free and open sketches. At 

the same time I played with different type of 

wood and papers and I shaped them freely. In 

my paper sketches I found a concept which I 

have got interested in it. The concept has been 

„thin layers‟. I liked the concept especially in 

a round gestalt. So I continued on that and try 

it in paper. I liked the spiral sense of the paper 

and the environmental light has a nice shot on 

that as well. So I continue my sketches in that 

direction. 
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Among of my sketches around the concept of „thin layers‟, I found the center-focused thin layers more 

interesting than others. It has a smooth and active expression in itself at the same time which makes 

sense with the whole theme of the project, I think. It creates the lamp appearance light although the size 

is big. And the light will flow on layers smoothly and beautifully base on the small spiral paper. 
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8.2.2. Light study 1 - on materials 

 

Parallelly, in order to understand how the 

material looks like when it actually is 

applied in a lamp, I have used a RGB-LEDs 

kit to simulate the light on the materials. 

Because of the mood light which I have had 

in my mood images from the nature, I have 

paper to shape the main part of the lamp. I 

tested the bluish and reddish as well as white 

light on a raw material and also shapes. 

I found the paper interesting in terms of its 

texture. But one thing that I liked so much 

has been a smooth transition of light on 

round wood sticks. The gradient between 

light and dark led me to work on concave 

and convex shapes. 
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8.2.3. CAD-Sketch 

 

I made a 3d-model in order to see how the 

concept looks like in a more realistic situation. 

I changed thickness of layers, distances 

between layers, angels of layer against each 

other and so on. Since my lamp needs to 

provide an ambient light, it cannot be a small 

lamp. I assumed it could be from 70 cm to 

120 cm and then I made its 3d-model to 

explore the dimension and proportion with 

both a human and a normal bedroom. I 

realized that he final lamp will be in a big size. 

That‟s why I decided to squeeze all layers and 

make the side view of the lamp thin. But I 

still liked to keep the spherical cut-layers. So 

I played with a side view in 3d-model and 

find the balance that I get satisfied. 
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8.2.4. Hand-made paper 

 

To get a closer feeling of the material, mainly a paper, I tried to find a similar one in the market, but I 

did not succeed. So I made it myself by using regular silk and rice papers and by adding layers on lay-

ers and glow it with watery wood glow. I made two models which are different in thickness. I made 

them roundly because I wanted to try lights on. 
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I cut the paper hemisphere in small pieces which are like blades. I needed to find the best open space 

between each two blades and to try the light in order to see which works better. 
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8.2.5. Light study 2 - on the test model 

 

I have tested the light by putting LEDs in different side of layers, closer to edges, oppositely more 

distance to edges, etc. I also have tried different distances in between two layers from 0.5 to 5 cm. After 

the exploration, I realized that the best size to apply as a distance in between two layers is something 

around 1.5 cm which creates a smooth and soft light as well as enough space to let the light spreads. 
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8.3. Final product 
 

The exploration ended up with a wall-mounted lamp in 100 cm in diameters. It is a round lamp which 

has left-center focused layers made out of hard-core white paper. Layers have attached by a wooden 

connectors. Structure of the lamp is made out of wood colored in white. Light source could be different 

but the efficient one is RGB-LEDs. There are two options to attach the lamp; one is regular screws to 

the wall; another one would be a hanging from the ceiling close to wall. 

 

 
 

There are two options for the paper; one is a silk paper; 

another one is a rice paper, both are hand -made. The 

power is come through fabric-covered wires from wall 

or ceiling sockets. Fabric-covered wires are proved in 

variation of colors which could be selected by a 

customer. 
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Time adjustment 

 

The adjustment is very easy to understand and simple. It has three functions. First 

one is to start and run the lamp and it is done by slightly pulling the adjustment 

hemisphere. Second one is one set of two orange arms which set the sleeping 

time. And the third one is one set of two blue arms to adjust the awakening time. 

The orange color shows that the light which creates a relax mood and make a 

person ready for sleep is a kind of reddish warm light. Oppositely, the blue color 

shows that the light which creates an active mood to awake a user and make a 

person to get up is a kind of bluish cold light. This selection of colors might get a 

user‟s attention to understand the principle behind the lamp which can be 

educational point for him or her. 

 

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sleeping time adjustment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Awakening time adjustment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Power on / off 
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Colors of light 

 

 
Relax mood              Active mood 
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Simulator of the light and tactile 
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Ambient bluish color (activeness, cold) 

 

 
 

Ambient reddish color (relaxes, warm) 
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Proportion and dimentions 
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2D views 

 

 
 

 

180
o
 view 
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9. Summary 

 

Starting point of the project has been a question: „Using a design, maybe a product, in order to promote 

healthier living.‟ It was so blurry. The area of the exploration was so wide. How did I get into it? I 

started by understanding the main key: Health. What is health? Am I healthy when I do not catch cold, 

or do not have cancer or a psychological problem? Is that all about health? I decided to find my way by 

asking from some specialists. Step by step I realized that health has a wider meaning. It is not only the 

absence of disease. It is about well-being. I also realized that industrial designers see the health mostly 

as a hospital work, healthcare system, and so on. I got curios whether I can find a way to apply it on 

regular daily-life. Therefore, the next step has been an understanding the way to categorize different 

aspects of daily life. I have used quality of life (QOL) definition and its element to create a categoriza-

tion. Afterwards, I have looked deeper into three aspects of our daily-life and pick one of them to try it 

in my design process. I have tried to design a product which has „health‟ as its underlying theme. The 

visible values of the product are something else than the principle that the product is made because of. 

A user buys a product and uses it. After a while the person discovers that he feel more fresh and healthy. 

If he or she would be a curious person will try to find the reason which can be a room to develop this 

project to encourage people how they can live healthier. The lamp that adjusts sleep and awakening 

time is one example. It provides a transition of lights from warm reddish light to cold bluish light in 

order to create relax mood and active mood. The principle is based on a scientific foundation that tells 

how a color of a light affects our body rhythm by changing amounts of two hormones –melatonin and 

cortisol- and a system in our eyes‟ retina called biological clock. 

 

To show what I have done in one image, below illustration would be helpful. It starts from intelligent 

part of the process and gradually walks to the formgiving part. The same as most the design-oriented 

project it wouldn‟t be a linear process and it has been back and forth activities. 
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10. Reflections 
 

I am happy that I have entered to this area, but it had difficult parts as well. The area of exploration at 

the first of the project has been so wide, it took my time very much to understand how to manage and 

direct my project. It works in a structural organization that includes persons with different specialties 

focus and work together on a single project, but as a school project it is not my recommendation. 

 

At the phase of the background study, I have found that there are so much usable knowledge in the field 

of medical science and life-style study that can make our daily-life better, but the way of 

communicating the signal is not that effective. People do not like to feel that they are ordered.
17

 In 

other words, the fact is usually true, but the way of communicating is firm, so it will not work. 

 

The first phase of my research has done by getting information form partners, reading them and 

listening to what they say about the health-related problems and solutions that they have. I have 

experienced that this is a good approach but not enough. Because of this experience, I decided to find a 

way to do more experimental and practical research. At the end of the project, I found this combination 

very productive and beneficial. 

 

In general, I have learned a lot by doing this project in terms of collaborations with people who works 

in other disciplines. I have got involved in fascinating area of biology and lighting science that might 

affect my future design-life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
17See appendix 3 
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12. Appendices 

 

Appendix 1- Other definitions of 'quality of life' 

 

 Quality of life is the degree of need and satisfaction within the physical, psychological, social, 

activity, material and structural area (Hörnquist, 1982). 

 Quality of life is the subjective evaluation of good and satisfactory character of life as a whole 

(De Haes, 1988). 

 An individual‟s perception of their position in life in the context of the culture and values 

systems in which they live and in relation to their goals, expectations, standards and concerns.
18

 

 The product of the interplay among the social, health, economic and environmental conditions 

which affect human and social development.
19
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. WHO Quality of life Groups, 1993 
19

. Ontario Social Development Council & Social Planning Network of Ontario, Spring 2000 
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Appendix 2 - Iranian traditional medicine 
 

Iranian traditional medicine foundations mainly are based on studies that has done by a medicine man 

named Abou-Ali Sina. He is most commonly known in English by his Latinized name Avicenna. He 

articulated that human beings need six necessities in order to live healthily. 

 

1. Air and weather 

 

Clean air has an essentials importance in human health. Any physical or chemical change in the air 

(such as mixture with any of the earth‟s elements, or with smokes), even if it is little, can affect human 

health. 

The state of air is influenced by seasonal, geographical, and residential conditions. Changes in 

temperature during the day and during seasons, as well as pollution can harm internal body equilibrium. 

Concerning its freshness, density, heat, chill, mixture with earth elements, and mixture with or 

cleanness from smokes, air can have various effects on body. For example, air that is mixed with 

infectious elements (like sewage or slop air) can make the body sick. On the contrary, air that is clean 

of infectious elements can make the body healthy. 

 

2. Foods and drinks 

 

No human being can survive without eating and drinking. But it is of great importance to know what to 

eat and drink and that requires knowledge in the field of nutrition. 

 

3. Retention and vomiting 

 

Retention means keeping some essential substances in the body, such as retention of necessary amount 

of water in body. Vomiting
20

 means to get rid of body‟s inessential and remnant substances, such as 

vomiting toxic substances through different ways, such as through urine, feces, sweat, etc. If an 

individual cannot retain essential substances or get rid of toxic or remnant substances of his or her body, 

that individual becomes sick. 

 

4. Move and rest 

 

Our body does many of it works during rest and many of others during movement. Therefore, having 

enough rest and movement is vital to avoid some diseases. 

 

5. Psychological states 

 

Psychological states refer to common human feelings, such as happiness, sadness, anger, etc. that a 

normal person must have them all. If all of these feelings have proper intensity in an individual, they 

can lead to health. 

 

6. Sleep and awakening 

 

Sleep causes regulation of natural functions in the body, like digestion, metabolism, and excretion of 

toxic substances. Also, it causes revitalization of energy of the brain and other organs and 

reconstruction of damaged tissues. 

                                                 
20

. The meaning of ‘vomit’ here is different from the commonly used meaning. 
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Appendix 3 – Quality of life elements 

 

Element Sub-elements 

Physical well-being Fitness 

Mobility 

Personal safety 

Material well-being House quality 

Finance/income 

Privacy 

Neighborhood 

Security 

Transport 

Possessions 

Stability/Tenure 

Amenities and services 

Social well-being Family 

Relatives 

Friends 

Interpersonal relationships 

Community involvement 

Activities and events 

Acceptance and support 

Emotional well-being Trust 

Status/Respect 

Satisfaction 

Positive affect 

Fulfillment 

Self-esteem 

Faith/belief 

Development and activity Education 

Job 

Home-life/Housework 

Competence/Independence 

Political freedom 

Economic freedom 

Leisure/Hobbies 

Productivity/Contribution 

Choice/Control 
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Appendix 4 – Effects of life style factors on the human body 
 

Life style factors Effects on the human body 

Enough sleep Lack of enough sleep: 

Increase chance of disease 

Possible car accidents 

Safety risks due to decreased ability to pay attention 

Eat (3) Regular, Nutritious 

Meals 

Lack of Proper Nutrition: 

Ulcers 

Obesity 

Hypertension 

Lack of energy 

Weak bones 

Increased fat and cholesterol 

Diabetes 

Colon cancer 

No Tobacco Use of Tobacco: 

Heart disease 

Emphysema 

Lung cancer 

Mouth cancer 

Tooth loss 

Addiction 

Hypertension 

Wrinkled skin 

No Alcohol Alcohol Use: 

Alcoholism 

Drinking and driving 

Social problems 

Mouth cancer 

Birth defects 

Cirrhosis 

Fatty liver 

Brain damage 

Exercise 3 times a week Lack of proper exercise: 

Obesity 

Weak muscles 

Heart disease 

Decreased ability to handle stress 

Weakened bones 

Sleep problems 

Lack of energy 

Maintain Healthy Weight Being Over or Under Weight: 

Obesity 

Lack of energy 

Cancer 
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Weakened immune system 

Low self-esteem 

Diabetes 

Eating disorders 

Hypertension 

No Drug Abuse Drug Use: 

Accidents 

Dependence 

Mood swings 

Heart attack 

Overdose 

Liver/brain damage 

Mental problems 

Regular Medical Check-ups Only See Doctor when You‟re Sick: 

Heart disease 

Undiagnosed cancer 

Pregnancy problems 

High blood pressure 

Living problems 

Nutritional deficiencies 
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Appendix 5 – Online-survey (customer insight) and responses 
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